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Abst rac t - -Random fuzzy variables are functions from possibility spaces to the set of random 
variables. In this paper, in order further to discuss the mathematical properties of random fuzzy 
variables, some inequalities for random fuzzy variables are first proved based on the concepts of 
chance measures and expected value operators. Finally, as applications of inequalities obtained, 
moment  convergence theorems are proved. (~) 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since fuzzy set theory was initiated by Zadeh [i] in 1965, it has become a hot point of study in 
theory and applications to control theory, optimizations, intelligent systems, information sciences, 
and so on. Fuzzy sets were characterized with their membership functions by Zadeh. The term 
fuzzy variables was fist introduced by Kaufrnann [2] in 1975, and then appeared in Zadeh [3] 
and Nahmias [4] as fuzzy sets of real numbers. Possibility theory was presented by Zadeh [5], 
and developed by many researchers such as Dubois and Prade [6]. In order to deal with the 
mathematics of fuzzy variables, fuzzy variables may be defined as functions from possibility 
spaces to the set of real numbers. 
Complexity of the real world makes information on fuzzy sets often imprecise. Many researchers 
turned to consider some generalizations of fuzzy sets. These extensions included, for example, 
Type 2 fuzzy sets by Zadeh [3], in which the degree of membership for each element of Type 2 
fuzzy sets is a fuzzy set in [0, 1]; twofold fuzzy sets by Dubois and Prade [7], in which a twofold 
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fuzzy set was defined as a pair of fuzzy sets A + and A- ,  where A + is the set of objects which 
possibly satisfy a nonvague property, and A- is the set of objects which necessarily satisfy the 
nonvague property; and intuitionistic fuzzy sets by Atanassov [8], in which an intuitionistic fuzzy 
set is defined as a pair of membership functions #+ and/~-, such that #+(x) +/z - (x)  _< 1, for 
all x. These concepts considered extensions of fuzzy sets by two membership functions. 
Furthermore, fuzzy events may be formulated by fuzzy variables. As extensions of fuzzy vari- 
ables, bifuzzy variables proposed by Liu [9] are functions from possibility spaces to the set of fuzzy 
variables, and random fuzzy variables presented by Liu [10] are functions from possibility spaces 
to the set of random variables. The study of some mathematical properties of bifuzzy variables 
may refer to [11,12]. Based on the concepts of chance measures and expected value operators in 
[10,13], we established some mathematical properties of random fuzzy variables in [14]. Note that 
the concept of random fuzzy variables is different from that of fuzzy random variables, which are 
functions from probability spaces to the set of fuzzy variables, presented by Kwakernaak [15]. 
As we know, there are some inequalities in probability theory, such as HSlder's inequality, 
Minkowski inequality, Jensen's inequality, Markov inequality, Chebyshev inequality, and so on. 
They play an important role in both theory and applications. Similarly, in possibility theory, 
Liu [16] proved the analogous inequalities. In the paper, we will verify that the analogous 
inequalities also hold for random fuzzy variables. These inequalities may be useful in the following 
study of random fuzzy variables. In the next section, we recall some useful concepts and results 
on possibility spaces, fuzzy variables, random fuzzy variables, chance measures, and expected 
value operators. Then, in Section 3, we prove some inequalities of random fuzzy variables. In the 
last section, as applications of inequalities obtained, we show two moment convergence theorems. 
2. RANDOM FUZZY VARIABLES 
We shall recall some concepts and results on possibility spaces, fuzzy variables, random fuzzy 
variables, chance measures, and expected value operators which will be used in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let O be a nonempty set, and ~P(O) the power set ofO.  A function Pos is 
called a possibifity meazure if 
(i) Pos{e} = 1, 
(ii) Pos{O} = 0, 
(iii) Pos{U,A~} = sup~ Pos{A,} for any collection {As} in ~P(O). 
Then, the tripIet (0, ~P(O), Pos) is cMled a possibility space. 
Another measure Cr, called credibility measure [17], is defined by Cr{A} -- (Pos{A} -t- 1 - 
Pos{A¢})/2, for any A c 9~(0). Fuzzy variables are defined as functions from possibility spaces 
to the set of real numbers. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [10].) A random fuzzy variable is a ?unction from a possibility space 
(0, ~(O), Pos) to the set of random variables defined on a probabifity space (f~,A, Pr). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. The lifetime ~ of a modern engine is an exponentially distributed variable with 
an unknown parameter O, 
{ le - ' /e ,  i fO<_x<c~,  
~b(x) = O, otherwise. 
It is typically not possible to determine the value of 0 exactly. If the value of 0 is provided as a 
fuzzy variable defined on a possibility space (O, ~P(O), Pos), then ~ is a random fuzzy variable. 
However, it is not a fuzzy random variable defined by Kwakernaak [15]. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let ~ ~ Af(p, 1), where p is a fuzzy variable with membership function #p(x) -- 
[1 - [x  - 2]] V0. Then, ~ is a random fuzzy variable taking "normally distributed variable Af(p, 1)" 
values. 
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REMARK 2.1. Roughly speaking, random fuzzy variables are fuzzy variables taking "random 
variable" values. It is different from the concept of fuzzy random variables which are defined as 
functions ~ from a probabihty space (~, Jr, Pr) to the set of fuzzy variables, such that 
pos{ @) • B}, 
are measurable functions o f t  for any Betel set B of ~. Roughly speaking, fuzzy random variables 
are random variables taking fuzzy variable values. 
Since a random fuzzy variable is a function from a possibility space ({9, P(O), Pos) to the set 
of random variables defined on the probability space (f~, 4, Pr), the 4(0) is a random variable 
for each 0 E 6). Since a random variable is a function on the probability space (~%,A, Pr), the 
~(0)@) is a real number for each 0 and w. Then, we define {4 • B} as a subset of O x ~, 
{4 • B} = {(0, I (0) @) e B}.  
We will call it a random fuzzy event. It is impossible to measure its chance by only probability 
measure or credibility measure due to its randomness and fuzziness. In order to measure it, we 
have the following definition of chance measure. 
DEFINITION 2.3. (See [10].) Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable, and B a Betel set of ~. Then 
the chance of random fuzzy event {~ • B} is a function from (0, 1] to [0, 1], defined as 
Ch • B} =-  snp inf Pr {4 (0) • B}.  (1) 
Cr{A}~ OEA 
REMARK 2.2. Equivalently, the chance of random fuzzy event {4 • B} may be written as follows, 
Ch {4 e B} (u) = sup {;~ [ Cr {0 • {9 [ Pr {4 (0) • B} >_ ~} _> ~}. 
The chance measure represents hat the random fuzzy event holds with probability Ch{~ • B}(a) 
at the credibility confidence l vel a. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (See [13].) Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable defined on the possibility space 
(G,9~(O),Pos). The expected value E[~] of~ is defined by 
// / E[~] = Or(0 • 6) [ E[~(0)] > r} dr - Cr{0 • 6) I Ete(0)l _< ~} d~ 
provided that at least one of the two integrals is finite, where E[~(0)] is the expected value of 
random variable 4(0). 
REMARK 2.3. The expected value E[~] of a random fuzzy variable ~ is the expected value of 
fuzzy variable E[~(0)], where E[~(0)] is the expected value of random variable 4(0). That is, 
E[~] = E[E[~(8)]]. 
DEFINITION 2.5. (See [13].) Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable with ~-dte expected value E[~]. 
Then, the variance of ~ is defined as 
V 
The variance of a random fuzzy variable provides a measure of the spread of the variable around 
its expected value. A small value of variance indicates that the random fuzzy variable is tightly 
concentrated around its expected value; and a large value of variance indicates that the random 
fuzzy variable has a wide spread around its expected value. 
The fuzzy variables ~l, ~2,...,  ~m are said to be independent if and only if 
Pos{~i • B~, i = 1,2 . . . . .  m} = rain Pos{6 • B~}, 
l<~<rn 
for any sets B1,B2,. . .  ,Bin of ~. Independence is an important concept for fuzzy variables in 
order to prove that the expected value operator is linear. However, the linearity of expected value 
operator may not hold if the fuzzy variables are not independent. 
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THEOREM 2.1. (See [11].) Let ~ and ~ be two random fuzzy variables defined on the possibility 
space (e,  ~P(O), Pos) with finite expected va/ues. / f  EI~(0)] and Eft(0)] are independent fuzzy 
~iab~es,  then we have E[o~ + b~] -- ~E[~] + bE[nl fo~ any  ~e~ numbe~ a ~d b. 
3. SOME INEQUAL IT IES  
THEOREM 3.1. Let ~, ~1 be two random fuzzy variables with finite expected values. Assume that 
the fuzzy variables Eft(0)] and E[~(O)] are independent. If f : ~ -* ~ is a convex function, then 
f (E [(], E [r/I) < E [ f  ((, r/)]. (3) 
PROOF. Since f is convex, for any given (xs,yo) 6 ~i a, there exist two real numbers a, b 6 ~R, 
such that 
f (x ,y ) - f (xo ,  Yo)>_a . (x -xo)+b. (y -yo) ,  Vx6~,  y~R.  
Letting ~o = E[~], yo = E[r~], and x = ~, y = U, we have 
f (~, r/) - f (E [~], E [~]) _ a.  (~ - E [4]) + b. ( r / -  E [y]). 
By taking the expected values on both sides, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that 
E [f (~, r/)] - f (E [~], E [y]) _ a.  (E [~] - E [~]) + b. (E [y] - E [~/]) = 0, 
which proves the inequality. 
In probability theory, the HSlder's inequality E[10?[] < ~ ~  holds, where ~ and 
axe two random variables with E[l~[ p] < oo and E[[~lq ] < c~, and p and q two positive real 
numbers with 1/p + 1/q = 1. Liu [16] proved that if ~ and ~ are two independent fuzzy variables 
with E[[~I p] < c~ and E[lul q] < c¢, then E[l~[] < ~ ~ .  In the following, we will 
give a similar inequality for random fuzzy variables. 
THEOREM 3.2. Letpandq be two positive realnumbers with 1/p+l/q = 1, ~ andy  two rmadom 
fuzzy variables with E[l~l" ] < ~ and E[[~l q] < eo. ~r-uzzy variables E[I,~(0)l" ] ~,-d E[l~(0)lq ] are 
independent, then we have 
E[I,~r;I] < ~/E[l~lP]~/E[l~lq]. (4) 
PROOF. The inequality holds trivially if at least one of ~ and ~7 is zero a.s. Now, we assume 
E[l~l p] > 0 mad E[l~l q] > 0, and 
],'l I,Jl 
Taking a = ~l(0)(w), b = yl(0)(w), it follows from ab <_ aP/p+ b¢/q that 
- p ]'1 ~ qE[ Iv lq ]}  " 
Taking the expected values on both sides, we obtain the inequality. 
In probability theory, we have the Minkowski nequality ev/E[[ ~ + ~]p) _< ~E[I~fp t + ~ ,  
where ~ and r/ are two random variables with E[]~] p] < oo and E[tn[ ~] < oo, and p is a real 
number with 1 < p < c~. Liu [16] proved that if ~ and r/are two independent fuzzy variables 
with E[]~] v] < c~ and E[Iw]~] < c~, then ~fE[]~ + r/lP] < ffE[[~[p] + ~ .  The following 
theorem is an analogous inequality for random fuzzy variables. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let p be a read number with 1 <_ p < oo, ~ and ~1 two random fuzzy variables with 
E[[~l" ] < oo and EIIoI p] < oo. /.f the fuzzy variables E[I~(O)I v] and E[I~7(O)I ~'1 are independent, 
then we have 
~/E [fe +,~1"] -< (//E [1~1"1 + ~ [1~1"1. (5) 
PROOF. The inequality holds trivially if at least one of ~ and r/ is  zero a.s. Now, we assume 
E[I¢I ~] > 0 and E[I~I ~] > 0, and 
f (x ,y )=- (~+~/y)  ~, x>O,  y>O.  
Then, 
f~'~ (x,y)= p -1  (I + y~/~),-2 P (y /x )  1/p--I X--2y ' 
= + ¢;Z) p ( z /y ) I /p -1  y-22:,  
f~ (x, y) = -P  -.___~i 1 + (y/x) '/,-1 x -I, 
P 
( fv'z (x,y) =- -P-___~1 1 + (x ly ) l / , -1  y-1 
P 
It  is easy to see that the second-order differentiation of f ,  
v~: (~' ~) = \ ]~- (x, v) g;, (~, y) ' 
is positive semidefinite. Hence, f (x ,  y) is a convex function on D = {(x, y) x > 0, y > 0}. Thus, 
for any point (x0, Yo) E D with Xo > 0,yo > 0, there exist two real numbers a and b, e.g., taking 
--  P t X a -- f~(xo,yo) ---- - (1  + ~)v -1 ,  b = f~(0,Y0) = - (1  -4- ~"~)v - t ,  such that 
f (x, y) - f (xo, Y0) _ a .  (x - x0) + b. (y - Y0), V (x, y) C D. 
Letting xo = E[I~IP], yo= E[In?], x = I~1 ~, and y = I~1~, we have 
: (I~I ~, I~:) - :  (E [I~I~1, E [I~IP]) > ~ (I~I ~ - E [I~I~1) + b. (I~I ~ - E [I~I~1). 
Taking the expected values on both sides, we obtain 
E [f (i~I ~' , l~I~)] ~ .: (E [l~l p] ,E [I~71P]). 
Hence, the inequality (5) holds. 
In probabil ity theory, Jensen's inequality J(E[~]) < E[J(~)] holds, where ~ is a random variable 
such that E[~] and E[f(~)] are finite, and f : H --* H is a convex function. Liu [11] proved that 
if ~ is a fuzzy variable such that E[~] and E[f(~)] are finite, then f(E[~]) < E[f(~)]. For random 
fuzzy case, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable, and f : H ~ H a convex function. I fE[~] and 
E[/'(~)] ~-e anite, then 
f (E [~]) < E [f (~)]. 
Especially, when f(x) = Ix[ p and p > I, we have [E[~] I p < E[[~[~']. 
PROOF. Since f is a convex function, for each y, there exists a number k, such that f (x )  - f (y )  >__ 
k. (x - y), for all x E H. Replacing x with ~ and y with E[~], we obtain 
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Taking the expected values on both sides, we have 
E [f (~)] - f (E  [~]) > k.  (E [~] - E [~]) -- 0, 
which proves the inequality. For f (x )  = [xlP , since f " (x )  = p(p -  1)[mlP-2 > 0, the function 
f ( z )  -- Iz[ p is convex for p > 1. Therefore, [S[~]] p < E[I~IP]. 
In probabil ity theory, for random variables ~ and ~/with finite E[l~] p] and E[I~/]P], we have the 
inequality E[]~ + T/IP ] _ C(E[l~l p] + E[[~/Ip]) , where C = 1 or 2 p-1 according as 0 < p _ 1 or 
p > 1. Similarly, if ~ and 7/are two independent fuzzy variables uch that  E[l~l p] and E[Ivl p] are 
finite, then the inequality E[]~ + ~/I p] < C(E[]~] p] + E[]~]P]) holds. An analogous inequality for 
random fuzzy variables is presented as follows. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let  ~,~l be two random fuzzy variables such that the fuzzy variables E[[~(0)I ~] 
and f[Iv(e)l r] are independent, where r > 0. Then, we have 
E tl~ + ~t r ] < C (S  [1~1 ~] + E [1~1~]), 
where C = 1 or 2 ~- '  accord/ng as r < 1 or r > 1. 
PROOF. If r > 1, we have 
by the convexity of the function f (x )  = x ~. Since f (x )  = x r is an increasing function of r for 
x > 1, and is a decreasing function of x for 0 < r <_ 1, for 0 < b _< a, we have 
({ I+  _< I+ ___i+ O<r<l .  
Hence, for any real numbers a, b, we have 
I a+b l  r < (lal + Ibl) ~ < C( la l  r + Ibr)-  
Replacing a with ~, b with ~/, and taking the expected values by Theorem 2.1, we obtain 
E [l~ + vl ~] < C (E [KI r] + S [l~r]) • 
THEOREM 3.6. Let  ~ be a random fuzzy variable with E[[~[ ~] < oo, where r > 0. Then, E[[~[ ~'] 
is finite for 0 < r' < r, and E[~ k] exists and is finite for 0 < k < r. 
PROOF. For any 0 E O, we have 
I~(O)l" = IS(O)t x,,,¢o),_<.~ + I,~(o)1 x{,,¢.) ,>.~ < 1 + I¢(O)1", 
where X is the indicator function. Hence, E[[~(O)[ ~'1 _< 1 + EE[~(O)I~]. Thus, E[]~[ ¢] < 1 + 
E[[{[ r] < oo. Therefore, IE[{k][ < E[[{t k] < oo, for 0 < k < r. The theorem is proved. 
TiiEOREM 3.7. Let { be a random fuzzy variable. Then (E[[{]r]) ~/~ is nondeereasing in r > O. 
PROOF. For 0 < r l  < r2, the inequality (4) with {, ~/, p, q replaced respectively by {~z, 1, r2/r l ,  
r2 / ( r2 -  r~) becomes E[i{V~ ] _< (E[ i{t~]y ' /~ .  Therefore, (E[[{[~]) ' /n  < (E[[{[~=]) ~/~. The 
theorem is proved. 
For a random variable {~ the term a.s. sup { represents the almost sure supremum of {, that 
is, Pr{{ > a.s. sup {} = 0, and Pr{{ _ c} > 0 for every e < a.s. sup {. 
Let { be a random variable, and ] a nonnegative function. If  f is even and increasing on [0, oo), 
then for any real number t > 0, we have the inequality 
Z [f (~)] - f (~) < Pr {[~[ > t} < E If (~)_____.! 
a.s. supf (~)  - - - 2'(~) 
On the other hand, if ~ is a fuzzy variable, Liu [16] proved that  the inequality Cr{l~] _> t} _< 
E{f (~) ] / f ( t )  holds. In the following, we will give similar inequalities for random fuzzy variables 
based on the chance measure. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable defined on the possibility space (~, ~P(O), Pos). 
IfCr{0 c O I a.s. sup {(~) > s} = 0, and Cr{8 c O I a.s. sup ~(0) _> c} > 0 for every c < s, 
then the number s, denoted as a.s. sup ~, is called the almost sure supremum of random fuzzy 
variable ~. ~'hrthermore, i f  [a.s. sup ~1 < c~, then ~ is said to be bounded a.s. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let ~ be a random fazzy variable, and f a nonnegative fanction. I f  f is even and 
is increasing on [0, +oo), then for any given number t > O, we have 
E [f (~)] - f (0 < limCh {[~1 > t} (a) 
a .s .  supf (~)  -a lO  - ' 
E [f (~)1 w c (0,1]. Oh {I~I -> t} (0) <_ ~f (-------7, 
PROOF. Since ~(8) is a random variable for each 0 E O, it follows from [19] that 
E [f (~ (0))] - f (t) E [f (~ (0))] 
_< Pr {l( (0)I -- t} _< (6) 
a.s. sup f (((0)) f (t) 
for each 0 • O. By [14], we have 
limCh{l~ll >__t}(c~) = sup Pr0~(0)l_t}. (7) 
aJ, o Po,{o}>o 
Thus, we have 
E [f (~ (0))] - f (t) _< a.s. sup f (~ (~)) ~ Ch {l~l >- t} (~), 
for almost all 0 e 0. Taking the expected values on both sides, we get the first result. On the 
other hand, for any given a • (0,1], let A • ~(O) with Cr{A} > ~. It follows from the right 
inequality of (6) that 
inf0eA E [f (~ (0))1 (8) 
f ( t )  0EA 
Denote fl = infoeA E[f(~(O))]. We have 
E [f (~)] = ~ +oo {0 E l [jr (~ (0))] ~ r} Cr O E dr 
f0 3 {0 E ] If (~¢ (0))] >} Cr 0 E dr 
o Cr dr 
c~fl. 
Combining with the inequality (8), we obtain 
inf Pr {1~ (0)1 >- t}  < - -  
OEA 
Thus, 
E [f (~)] 
c~f (t) " 
eL {1~1 > t} (0) = sup i~  Pr (1~ (0)1 > t} < E [f (~)] 
- C~{A}_>~#eA - - af ( t )  " 
The theorem is proved. 
In probability theory, we have the Markov inequality Pr{I~t _> t} < E[t~]P]/tP, where ~ is a 
random variable, and t and p are real positive numbers. Analogously, for fuzzy variable (, Liu [16] 
proved that Or{l~I > ~} < E[I~IP]/t p. As a special case of Theorem 3.8, when f(x) = Ix] v, the 
following theorem is an analogous result for random fuzzy variables. 
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THEOREM 3.9. Let ~ be a random fuzzy variable. Then, for any given numbers t > O, p > O, 
and a 6 (0, 1], we have 
cL {1~1 > t} (a) < E field______/] 
In probability theory, the Chebyshev inequality Pr{]~ - E[~][ _> t} _< V[~]/t ~ holds, where ~ is 
a random variable whose variance V[~] exists and t > 0. For fuzzy variable 4 whose variance V[~] 
¢~t~,  Liu [16] al~o proved that Cr{14 - E[e]l _> ~} _< V[~]/~ . As a sped~ ¢~ of Theorem a.8 
when the random fuzzy variable ~ is replaced with ~ - Eft], and f (x )  = x ~, following theorem is 
an analogous result in random fuzzy case. 
THEoKEM 3.10. Let 4 be a random fuzzy variable whose variance V[~] exists. Then, for any 
given numbers t > 0 and ~ 6 (0, 1], we have 
Ch(l~-E[~]I > t}(a) < V[~] 
- -  - -  ~2"  
4. APPL ICAT IONS TO MOMENT CONVERGENCES 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let 4, ~I, ~2,... be random fuzzy variables defined on the possibility space 
(0,  ~(0) ,  Pos). For r > O, we say that 
(a) the sequence {~i} converges to ~ in r ~h chance if, for every ~ > O, 
lira lira Ch {l~, -~I ~ >_ ~} (~) = 0. (o) 
i---* co ~LO 
In particular, when r = 1, we say that {~i} converges to ~ in chance. 
(b) the ~u~nce {e,} converges to ~ in ,.,h mean if 
lim E [[~ - ~[~] -- O. 
~--*oo 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ~, El ,  ~2, ,  , .  be random fuzzy variables defined on the possibility space, 
(e ,  ~P(O), Pos). 
I f  {~,} converges to ~ in chance, and {~ -~} is bounded a.s. uniformly for i, then {~} converges 
to ~ in r 'h mean, for all r > O. 
PROOF. Letting g(x) = Ix[ r in Theorem 3.8, and replacing ~ with ~ - ~ yield that 
E[14~ -51 r] -a  r 
< lim Ch{]~ -41 -> a}(a).  
a.s. sup  [5 -  ~[r - -Lo 
Since {~ - ~} is bounded a.s. uniformly for i, we can easily see that {la - ~[~} is bounded a.s. 
uniformly for i, that  is, 
a.s. sup I~ -~]~ <- M, V i (M > 0 is a constant). 
If {~} converges to ~ in chance, that is, for every a > 0, 
lira lim Ch {[4i -~[  > a} -- 0, 
i - *~ aLO 
then 
Letting a --~ 0 yields 
lim E [[~ - ~[~] - a r _< 0. 
~---4oo 
lira E {l~i - ~lrl = O, 
~-..-*oo 
which means that {~} converges to ~ in r th  mean.  
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THEOREM 4.2. Let Che random fuzzy sequences {~i} and  {~7i} converge to ~ and ~ in r th mean, 
respecave/y. //t/~e fuzzy variables E[I~(0 ) - e(e)l ~] ~d E[I,7i(8) - ,7(e)l are independent, 'or 
aJl i, then the sequence {~ + ~}~} converges to ~ + ~/ in r ~ mean. 
PROOF. I t  follows from Theorem 3.5 that  
E[I~, +W - (~ +,7)1 ~1 -< C(E[I .5 - ~1 ~] +E[ Im - nl~]. 
Therefore, 
]Sm E[I & + ~ - (~ + ,7)1 _ -  o. 
i---',~ 
That is, the sequence {~i + ~/i} converges to ~ + ~ in r th mean. 
5. CONCLUSION 
We further studied properties of random fuzzy variables in this paper. Some inequalities of 
random fuzzy variables were investigated, which are analogous to those of random case and fuzzy 
case. As applications, two moment convergence theorems were proved. 
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